ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
Rord, New Delhi_110001

No.

464lINST/2016-EpS

Dated:- filanuary., ZOLT

t1

To

The Chief Electoral Officer
[1J Goa, Panjim.
(2J

Manipur,lmphal.

[3J Punjab, Chandigarh.
(4J Uttarakhand, Dehradun.
[5) Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow.

Observers regarding...
Sir,

In view of the ensuing General Elections to
the Legislative Assemblies of five States_
20'l'7, the commission has deproyed observers
[Generar, porice, Expenditure,
AwarenessJ to keep a close and vigilant
watch on the various aspects of election
management and assist the commission
in the discharge of its constitutional
responsibilities for superintendence, direction
and control of the process of election. It
is also imperative that the observers are
suitably facilitated to enable them to discharge
their assigned duties and responsibilities in
the most efficient and effective manner.
To
enable the optimal functioning of the observers
and allow easy, real-time and
unhindered transmission of important election-related
information and incident
reports from the observers to the commission
and vice versa, the commission issues
the following directions:
1.

upon arrival in the assigned constituen cies, inter
alia, the observers shall be
provided with an internet-enabled local
Mobile srM card and a basic smart

Mobile Phone instrument.
considering the need for faster communication
between the commission and
Observers, a whatsapp Group is being formed
for each state, comprising of the
observers fGeneral, police and Expenditure)
deployed in the state, state cEo,
Police Nodal officer and Nodal 0fficer
fobserver) in cEo's office and ECI officers
like DEC/DG concerned, zonar pr secretary/Secretary
and Director of the
Observer Division.
All observers are required to download and instalr
whatsapp pn their mobile
phones, so as to access this whatsapp
observers g.orf.
-f -' "provide the necessary technicar assistance,
where .r", ..qui.ed.
r'
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5'

All observers must frequently access the whatsapp Group
and convey all urgent
election-related information through this platform
also, besides submission of
detailed reports through the observer Portal and
emaily'fax etc. The commission
expects that information regarding any important
incident or issue having
election-related correlation/implication must immediately
be brought to the
notice of the commission through this whatsapp
Group. Further, the said
information/report shall also be sent to the zonal
secretary/pr Secretary
concerned at the Commission by email/fax at the
earliest possible instance,
preferably within an hour of the incident/event/issue
coming to light. The
DECs/DG concerned must be informed telephonically
and fully kept in the loop
about any such issue/event in the State.
The facility of near-instant and faithful transmission
of data through whatsapp
must be used intelligently and constructively to
keep an alert and vigilant eye on
the election process in the field and Nor for exchanging trivia
or frivolous

pleasantries.

6'

At times, urgent and important instructions or messages
may also be conveyed
from the commission to the observers through this platform
and it is imperative
that the observers are alert and arive to the same,
7 ' No Top Secret or sensitive
information will be shared on the Whatsapp, In case
of such information, the matter will be briefed to the DEC/DG
concerned over
phone' In case of unavailability of the DEC/DG
concerned, the Zonal secretary
will be informed about the matter.
B' Informal greetings and unnecessary communication may kindly be avoided,
so

as to use whatsapp group only for quicker and useful election-related

information and communication.
You are requested to ensure that the instructions
of the commission in this regard are
complied with in letter and spirit, so as to facilitate
the efficient and effective
functioning of the observers a vigilant eyes.and ears of
the commission during the

ensuing elections.

The receipt of this letter may be acknowledged with confirmation
that relevant
instructions have been issued to all District Election Officers/Returning
Officers for

necessary compliance.

All Observers deployed in the State shall also be informed
accordingly.
Yqurs faithfully,

Copy to:

l.Standard Distribution at ECI.
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